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Abstract 

Following the work concerning single rotating propeller the paper extends the theory successfully applied and verified for simple 
scenario of a single propeller to a more challenging case of two coaxial contra-rotating propellers. The described method is based on 
a force-free unsteady wake formed by a vortex sheet which is connected to a lifting line representing the propeller blade. These basic 
elements that are also used for the single propeller simulation case need to be modified to remove the strong singularities present 
when vortex sheets intersect, or when the lifting line of the second propeller passes through the wake of the first propeller.  
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1. Introduction 

There are many different approaches to designing an air-
craft propeller. The key aspect of the computational 
model is the prediction of induced velocity at the propeller 
plane. The methods for evaluation of induced velocity are 
usually based on the vortex wake theory, which under 
some assumptions and simplifications can lead to analyt-
ical solution. In general, however, a numerical procedure, 
either steady or unsteady, is needed for the correct com-
putation of induced velocity and propeller loading.  

A computational model that uses a lifting line posi-
tioned at ¼ of chord along the blade span and a force free 
wake system consisting of vortex filaments has been de-
veloped and used for analysis and design of small aircraft 
propellers.  

The goal of current work is extending the computa-
tional model to be able to handle the case of two contra-
rotating coaxial propellers.        

The contra rotating propellers appearing sporadically 
in experimental and single-purpose aircraft as early as in 
the pre WWII era were designed using simple analytical 
approaches. Even the large and powerful contra-rotating 
propellers of the TU-95 aircraft produced in larger num-
bers were designed in 1950s well before the wide spread 
of numerical methods fueled by growing amount of com-
putational power available. Nowadays, there are basically 
two different emerging applications for contra-rotating 
propellers. For low speed and low budget applications 
such as drones, the presented method is a perfect solution 
in terms of ease of use, precision of results and computa-
tional time required.  Another type of application is the 
high power, high speed operation of modern transport air-
craft (Fig.1). A suitable approach for designing and fine-
tuning these propellers lies in modern RANS CFD solv-
ers, capable of handling all of the flow physics including 
dissipation, sound generation and compressibility effects. 
Even in these circumstances the presented method could 

provide a good initial design point for further optimization 
using commercial software.   
 
 

 

Fig. 1. 3DR X8 quadrucopter with contra-rotating propellers 
Source: http://diydrones.com 

 

Fig. 2. Roll-Royce Open rotor technology. Source: 
http://www.rolls-royce.com 
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2. Basic elements of the model 

The computational model is a natural expansion and con-
tinuation of the previous work focused on single propel-
lers [1]. The whole process of calculation is automated us-
ing scripts and functions written in MATLAB. One sec-
tion of the MATLAB code also runs the separate XFOIL 
executable, an aerodynamic tool written by M. Drela for 
low Reynolds number airfoil analysis [2].   

Each rotor can contain an arbitrary number of blades. 
Each of the propeller blades is modeled separately, with-
out using any kind of symmetry, due to the fact that on-
coming airflow can have an off-axis direction, which is 
common especially during flight of multi-copter drones.    

The blade is discretized into N equidistant span sta-
tions (Fig. 3). Each span station is characterized by the 
airfoil geometry, incidence (twist) angle, chord length and 
sweep position. Based on the rate of rotation, a Reynolds 
number is estimated for each span station and the aerody-
namic polar is computed for each airfoil with appropriate 
Re using XFOIL.  

Each span station contains a starting element of a 
horseshoe vortex forming the lifting line connecting the ¼ 
chord positions of all airfoil sections. First segment of the 
vortex wake sheet behind the lifting line connecting the ¼ 
chord and trailing edge is fixed (red color, Fig. 3) the rest 
of the wake behaves as a force free wake.  

 
Fig. 3. Basic components of the computational model 

2.1. Circulation on the lifting line 

The polars of each airfoil at respective span stations are 
stored in a tabular format as lift and drag coefficients at 
different angles of attack. 
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For calculating the circulation at span station i, the free 
stream velocity �	
 (which may have any direction), the 
relative velocity �	��� due to rotation and induced velocity 
vi from the wake system add to form the total relative ve-
locity v. The angle of attack α is then the angle between 
the chord line and projected velocity vector  �	′  ( the on-
coming velocity �	 projected into the plane of airfoil sec-
tion). The circulation is computed as follows: 
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Fig. 4. The total relative velocity as the sum of its components 

2.2. Vortex wake 

The vortex shedding at the trailing edge is a direct result 
of the Helmoltz’s second theorem and Kutta condition ap-
plied to the trailing edge. The lifting line just as any other 
vortex filament cannot end in fluid and has to continue 
into the wake. To be able to represent various circulation 
distributions, the vortex shedding does not occur only at 
the blade tips, but also between each span station. The 
Helmholtz’s first theorem states, that vortex filament must 
be constant. For steady case, the wake can be built of in-
finitely long horseshoe vortices. For unsteady case, it is 
necessary to use vortex rings as the basic element for con-
struction of the wake. Each vortex ring retains the circu-
lation of the lifting line at the time it was shed. By observ-
ing the changing circulation of the wake panels (rings) 
heading downstream we can obtain the time history of the 
circulation of the lifting line (Fig.6). 

In order to reduce computation resources it is a good 
practice to combine the segments of the neighboring vor-
tex rings into one vortex filament which has the net circu-
lation obtained by subtracting the circulations of the 
neighboring vortex rings. This way, the total number of 
vortex segments reduces almost two times which can 
bring up to four times shorter calculation of geometric in-
fluence coefficients.  

The geometric influence coefficients of a vortex fila-
ment are in its basic form three components Uij, Vij, Wij, 
of velocity that j-th filament of unit circulation induces at 
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a specific point Pi in space. (Fig.5). The matter was cov-
ered in more detail in previous work [3] concerning 3D 
panel methods.  

 

Fig. 5. The 2D vortex with velocity field, 3D vortex filament Fj 
and its induced velocity at random point Pi.  

 
The geometric coefficients are calculated as follows with 
circulation Γ=1 [4]:  
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Note that the 3D vortex filament suffers naturally with the 
same singularity as the 2D vortex. As the point Pi ap-
proaches the filament, the cross product of the vectors !�&&&	 
and !�&&&	 approaches zero since the angle between vectors 
approaches 180° and the induced velocity goes to infinity.  

 

Fig. 6. The unsteady vortex wake and its simplification for 
steady case. 

2.3. Wake kinematics 

The inertial coordinate system was chosen as the refer-
ence frame for all the calculations. Each time step 
ti=t i-1+Δt, the blades are rotated in their prescribed direc-
tion by an angle φi= φi +ΩΔt. All the nodes of the force-
free wake move in the direction of absolute velocity ob-
tained as a sum of free stream and induced velocities at 
the node (Fig.7). New position of node with coordinates 
'&	 (t) is expressed as: 
 

'&	�(�� � '&	�(�)�� * ��	
 * �	��∆(  (5) 
 
The gap, which appears between the rigid wake and force-
free wake after each time step is filled with a new row of 
vortex rings, which are assigned the appropriate circula-
tion from current lifting line circulation distribution.  
 

 
Fig. 7. The force free wake with absolute velocity at each 

node, which determines the direction and amount of displace-
ment during next time step.  

 

2.4. Unsteady solution algorithm 

The solver time marching solution of the basic computa-
tional model, able to handle the single propeller case can 
be described in a few simple steps. 

During initialization, only the rigid part of the wake 
and single row of force-free wake are created. All the 
starting circulations are considered to be zero, so during 
first iteration step, there are no induced velocities. 

As the first step, the angle of attack and relative veloc-
ity magnitude are calculated. Since there is zero induced 
velocity at the beginning, the angle of attack will be rela-
tively high, usually greater than the maximum angle of at-
tack computed by XFOIL. The computed polars must be 
therefore artificially extended to provide at least some 
data also in the fully stalled regime.  

In the second step, the blades are rotated and vortex 
wake moved as described in the wake kinematics. Newly 
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shed wake panels (rings) inherit the lifting line circula-
tions and the induced velocties are calculated at wake 
nodes and lifting line nodes. It is assumed, that the veloc-
ity at a node lying directly on a vortex filament induced 
by this very same filament is zero. This procedure repeats 
in a loop, each pass providing solution at specific time. 
This means that there is only one iteration per time step.  

The whole process is equivalent to a propeller starting 
its rotation from a full stop and accelerating to full speed 
within one time step (i.e. instantly). Several full revolu-
tions are needed before the wake develops its shape and 
correct induced velocities are calculated.    

2.5. Example of the use of unsteady model for 
single rotor calculation.   

The model described in previous paragraphs suffers from 
some inherent issues when used on a more complex case, 
such as vertical axis turbine. The most prominent issue is 
the non-physical induced velocity of nodal points in close 
proximity of wake, which happens when a wake intersects 
itself, another wake or the lifting line or a body modeled 
by 3D panel surface. The issue has been partially solved 
in previous work [5] by limiting the maximum induced 
velocity near a filament which is in fact the simplest vor-
tex core model.  

 

Fig. 8. The unsteady vortex wake development behind a single 
blade of vertical axis turbine. Described in [5]. 

3. Model for contra-rotating propellers 

There are several reasons, why the basic model described 
in previous section fails to provide solution for a setup of 
contra-rotating propellers. Moreover, there are several ar-
eas where the model can be improved even for the calcu-
lation of single propellers. These aspect will be addressed 
in order of importance in the following sections.  

3.1. Vortex core model 

One approach to removing singularities near vortex ring 
sheet is a local tessellation scheme that interpolates veloc-
ity at surface collocation points and points in sufficient 
distance from the surface as suggested by Dixon et al. [6] 
Vortex core model is an important tool for handling sin-
gularity near the vortex filament.  
 

 

Fig. 9. The tangential velocity in the vicinity of a 2D vortex of 
unit strength. Vortex core is set to 1 m.   
 
For the described computation, Lamb-Oseen [7] core 
model was chosen, and modified to provide functionality 
for calculation of induced velocity of 3D vortex filament 
as follows: 
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Where: 
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The size of the vortex core is selected to be lower than the 
distance between vortex filaments. This way, the core 
model doesn’t affect the solution of a single propeller, 
only enhances and in fact makes possible the simulation 
of the second rotor.  

3.2. Relaxation and modified iteration scheme 

Since the circulation of the lifting line depends strongly 
on induced velocity and this induced velocity depends 
through the presence of the first vortex ring row on the 
lifting line circulation, there is always a danger of the so-
lution becoming unstable. In the case of single propeller, 
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where the flow conditions seen by the rotor blade become 
eventually steady, it is possible to include simple relaxa-
tion scheme, where new circulation is constructed partly 
from equation (3) and partly from the previous time step 
circulation. This process is not possible for contra-rotating 
propellers, because the second propeller blades are subject 
to ever changing flow conditions and circulation distribu-
tion needs to react instantly to this change. The current 
solution is to insert several iteration steps with relaxation 
for each time step, in such a way, that no circulation from 
previous time step is used for constructing the new time 
step circulation. This solution can be still unstable espe-
cially when the blade is discretized by large number of 
span stations and it adds to the overall computational time. 
Several other solutions will be tried in the future work to 
increase the stability and decrease the computational cost 
of this relaxation procedure.   

3.3. Initial wake blow off at static operation  

During static operation, the free stream velocity is zero or 
close to zero. When the computation starts in such condi-
tions, the propeller is subject to large angles of attack due 
to low induced velocity from the short wake. The initial 
wake circulations are as a result far from the values of de-
veloped solution. Since there is very low absolute velocity 
at the wake nodes, the wake has a tendency to “linger” 
close to the propeller, before the induced velocities rise 
up. By that time the initial portion of wake is stretched, 
deformed and influencing the flow conditions at the pro-
peller. 

The following procedure has been developed, which 
is used for low advance coefficients and at static condi-
tions. An artificial free stream velocity is provided during 
initialization, which linearly decreases to the required free 
stream velocity during time-marching. This can be de-
scribed as blowing off the wake during propeller start. It 
must be ensured that the artificial component of free 
stream velocity disappears well before the end of itera-
tions. 

Another measure that may be useful is the decay of the 
vorticity in the wake which will be handled in the future 
versions of the model.    

3.4. First results  

As the experimental data are yet to be measured the model 
was tested with the data of a random propeller 
PT 22x10E3 intended for single prop use. The same type 
of two bladed propeller (second propeller is only mir-
rored) was used for the first and second rotor of a contra-
rotating system. The example data were prepared with 
distance between propellers 0.2 diameters and both pro-
pellers rotating at the same angular velocity, only in op-
posite direction. The advance ratio of axial velocity to tip 
speed was chosen quite low λ=0.05, to demonstrate the 
wake blow-off ability. The thrust coefficient ct of each 
blade can be calculated as follows: 
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Fig. 10. The wake of a contra-rotating set of propellers in axial 
free-stream velocity field 
 

 

Fig. 11. The time history of thrust coefficient of each blade 
 
It can be noted that the second propeller is more lightly 
loaded and that it takes roughly two revolutions for the 
solution to stabilize. Also, the curves of thrust coefficient 
for both blade of each propeller lie on top of each other, 
since the flow is axisymmetric.  

For the second test case, the free stream velocity is 
given an x-component of the same magnitude as the axial 
(‘z’) velocity. The freestream flow direction now forms 
an angle of 45º with the axis.  

 

Fig. 12. The wake of a contra-rotating set of propellers in gen-
eral inclined free-stream velocity field 
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Fig. 13. The time history of thrust coefficient of each blade un-
der inclined free stream velocity field. 

3. Conclusion 

The presented unsteady computational model for analysis 
of contra-rotating propellers in an arbitrary flow field is 
by no means finished. It is important to obtain precise and 
reliable experimental data for validation. When perform-
ing validation, there are several possibilities for fine-tun-
ing the method according to experiment.  After vortex 
core growth and decay model is added, visualization and 
velocity measurement in the wake may provide some in-
formation about the behavior of vortex structures in the 
wake.  

The computational model will be useful for very fast 
sensitivity studies that should reveal the effects of angular 
speed, diameter and pitch ratios of the two propellers as 
well as the influence of the propeller distance. It can also 
provide an interesting insight into the operation of the 
contra-rotating propeller in a free stream coming from the 
side, which is equivalent to a regular flight regime of the 
drones.  

List of symbols 

� chord length (m) 
�� lift coefficient (1) 
�8 thrust coefficient (1) 
B Propeller diameter (m) 
'&	� radius vector of point P (m) 
C&	� radius of the lifting line span station 
!	�,�," radius vectors for calculation of geometric coeffi-

cients (m) 
∆( time step (s) 
�	 relative velocity (m/s) 
�	� induced velocity (m/s) 
�	
 free stream velocity (1) 
��� x-component of geometric coefficient (m/s) 
��� y-component of geometric coefficient (m/s) 
��� z-component of geometric coefficient (m/s) 
� angle of attack (º) 
D density (kg⋅m-3) 
Ω angular velocity (rad/s) 

Γ circulation (m2/s) 
F position angle of the propeller (º) 
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